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Abstract

This paper describes the implementation and evaluation of a proof-of-concept Question Answering system for accessing chemical data from knowledge graphs which offer data from chemical kinetics to chemical and physical properties of species. We trained a question type classification model and an entity extraction model to interpret chemistry questions of interest. The system has a novel design which applies a topic model to identify the question-to-ontology affiliation. The topic model helps the system to provide more accurate answers. A new method that automatically generates training questions from ontologies is also implemented. The question set generated for training contains 80085 questions under 8 types. Such a training set has been proven to be effective for training both the question type classification model and the entity extraction model. We evaluated the system using the Google search engine as the baseline. We found that it can answer 114 questions of interest that Google or Wolfram alpha can not give a direct answer to. Moreover, the application of the topic model was found to increase the accuracy of constructing the correct queries.

Highlights

- A proof-of-concept Question Answering system for chemical data is built.
- A novel design that integrates a topic model for better accuracy is investigated.
- A training set of 80085 questions is automatically generated.
- The training set is effective for training both the question classification and the entity extraction model.
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1 Introduction

Proposals such as Industry 4.0 [26] and Eco-industrial park [25] aim to reduce energy consumption and carbon emission by improving the efficiency of the collaboration between industrial components across domains, such as power systems, transportation systems, and chemical plants. One criterion for the collaboration efficiency is the communication efficiency between the industrial components.

One solution to enable friction-free communication between components from different domains is to build ontologies as a common grounds for data representation and exchange [22]. In an ontology, entities, concepts, and relations are represented by Internationalized Resource Identifier (IRIs), and connected to each other in the form of triples, each triple includes two nodes and an edge where the nodes are entities or concepts and the edge is the relation between the nodes. The IRI representation enables explicit and unambiguous reference to concepts and entities and hence resolve the communication friction between systems. A collection of ontologies where their nodes are inter-connected with nodes from other ontologies forms a Knowledge Graph (KG). The inter-connected graph structure integrates the ontologies from different domains and allows more efficient automatic navigation of data. As a result, data exchange within KGs are efficient as well.

A knowledge graph contains data and information from various domains. Among them, chemistry-related data plays an important role for enabling cross-domain and multi-layer applications on top of a knowledge graph. For example, to simulate emissions from power plants, the combustion related data such as reaction mechanism is necessary.

One KG that includes chemical data is the World Avatar KG (WAKG), which is also referred to as the J-Park Simulator (JPS) KG in some earlier literature [30]. The WAKG is an attempt to create a general world model. It includes OntoKin [17] for chemical kinetics and reaction mechanisms, OntoCompChem [24] for quantum calculations, and OntoSpecies for chemical species [18]. It is also connected to a part of the Wikidata KG, which provides basic physical and chemical properties such as heat capacity and mass for chemical substances.

However, to access and utilize the data from a knowledge graph, it is necessary to formulate semantic queries, such as a SPARQL query. The semantic queries can fully utilize the advantages of KGs mentioned above and accurately retrieve information based on complex conditions. The barrier for formulating such semantic queries is high as it requires expertise on semantic web technologies and familiarity with the schema and content of the KG.

One solution to lower this barrier is to establish a Question Answering (QA) system [43]. A QA system allows end-users to pose natural language queries and accurately query information based on complex conditions. For example, a QA system for chemistry should aim to answer questions like "find the chemical structure of all the fatty acids having a molecular weight of more than 200".

A QA system utilizes machine learning models and natural language processing tools to interpret questions posed by end-users and convert the questions into machine-understandable queries. The common components of a QA system include classification of the questions, extraction of key components within the questions, mapping of the key components to
their semantic representation, and query construction. The typical types of questions that
can be answered include yes-or-no questions, factoid questions, list questions, and sum-
mary [42].

A number of projects have been proposed to build both open-domain and domain spe-
cific QA systems. For example, Question Answering over Linked Data (QALD) [32] is
a series of evaluation campaigns on question answering over linked data. Since 2011, 9
challenges have been held and yielded many projects for open-domain QA systems. Some
recent projects include WDAqua [14], ganswer2 [49], and QAKis [7]. A domain specific
challenge for biomedical information QA systems is BioASQ [41]. Some prominent sys-
tems include HPI [36] and DeepMeSH [33].

However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no QA system built for chemistry data. To
establish accurate named entity recognition of a domain-specific QA systems, it requires
machine learning models specifically trained for the domain of interest. As a result, to
build a QA system for chemistry data, it is necessary to train new named entity recognition
models for handling chemistry question.

In addition, a large-scale KG such as WAKG, consists of many ontologies from vari-
sous sources with different domains. However, it is common that there is overlapping of
content between ontologies. Meanwhile, although similar information can be offered by
different ontologies, the information quality may vary due to their different specializa-
tions. For example, the Wikidata KG stores some information about reactions. However,
OntoKin, as an ontology specifically made for chemical reactions, the quality of infor-
mation is significantly higher than the Wikidata KG. As a result, to guarantee the answer
quality, it is necessary to have a mechanism to choose the preferred ontology to answer
such questions.

Therefore, this paper introduces our implementation and investigation of a proof-of-concept
QA system built on top of models specifically trained for chemistry-related questions. It
also leverages topic modelling technology to identify the affiliation between questions
and ontologies. A topic model is a statistical model for discovering the abstract "topics"
that occur in a collection of documents. Such a model can also be used to analyse the
composition of "topics" within a sentence such as a question.

Moreover, the establishment of named entity recognition models requires training data,
usually in the form of labelled text and labelled questions. However, to the best of our
knowledge, there is no such model or training data available for the chemistry domain. In
addition, the manual creation of a sufficiently large training set is difficult and expensive,
as it requires domain expertise. Therefore, we also propose a method to automatically
generate and label training questions, leverage the rich information contained in ontolo-
gies.

Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to, firstly, develop a proof-of-concept design of a
QA system for chemistry, and secondly, to study the effectiveness of the novel implemen-
tation of the topic model and the use of automatically generated questions.
2 Background

In this section we review ongoing research efforts that we found important when implementing a KG-based natural language query interface, including the KGs WAKG and Wikidata KG, as well as, natural language processing tools, and KG-based natural language query interfaces.

2.1 The World Avatar

Large cross-domain systems such as industrial symbioses, chemical plants, and cities are constituted by components such as power generators, storage tanks, and abstract industrial operations, which are from diverse domains. In order to achieve complex tasks including running simulations and optimizations, and coordination of multiple components, the relevant data, knowledge, and models must be integrated. However, the communication friction due to the heterogeneous conventions across domains hinders such an integration.

The World Avatar project aims to represent the physical world in all aspects. Such a concept is extended from the Digital Twin concept, which emphasizes on creating virtual representation of entities such as a device or an operation in industrial processes. The virtual representation will allow uniform integration between not only device and device but also devices and operations. Such uniform integration is similar to upgrading the Internet of Things to the Internet of Services and more.

One specific implementation of the World Avatar project is the J-Park Simulator (JPS) [15, 19, 46], which provides a data management common ground for those components and enable semantic interoperability so that cross-domain integration can be enabled. The JPS is now fully integrated in the WAKG. Figure 1 demonstrates the architecture of the JPS KG.

A number of ontologies from different domains, containing the definition and schema of concepts and relations as well as semantically described instances, form the terminology and instance layer of the WAKG. In addition, in order to update and maintain the large-scale KG over time, a number of agents, which carry out functions including data retrieval, simulation, and data update, are part of WAKG and operate on top of it.

2.1.1 Knowledge graph

A knowledge graph [8] is a collection of interconnected ontologies [16] and an ontology is a set of nodes including classes, properties, and instances denoted Internationalized Resource Identifiers (IRIs) 1. For example, in the Wikidata knowledge graph, the node describing the chemical species methane is defined by https://www.Wikidata.org/wiki/Q37129. IRIs provide both access to the declaration of the nodes as well as a universally unique identifier for the node. As a result, referring to nodes with IRIs solves the ambiguity problem when referring to entities or concepts with natural language terms. For

1https://www.w3.org/International/O-URL-and-ident.html
instance, the word "methane" can also refer to a 1969 Italian movie but within the Wiki-
data ontology, the chemical species and the movie are assigned with a distinct IRI. Thus,
due to the disambiguation, the data within a KGs are machine-readable and the conflicts
between the convention of different data sources are eliminated. In addition, the nodes
in KGs are connected and accessible through IRIs over the internet. All statements about
the schema and the data are expressed in the form of semantic triples. A semantic triple
is constituted by three entities, the subject, the predicate, and the object. For example, in
the statement that declares the molecular weight of Benzene, the subject is "wd:Q2270",
which is IRI of "Benzene". The predicate in the statement is "wdt:P2067", which is the
IRI of "mass", while the object is the value 78.047. The object can also be a subject in
another triple, connected to another entity such as the unit of the value. Therefore, a ma-
chine can navigate through the KGs and retrieve all the data related to a node with ease,
even the nodes are stored distributed over the Internet, and such a feature enables complex
queries over the KGs. Moreover, the ontologies not only share the common ground for
data management, they are also interconnected following the Linked Data [5] principle,
which means the entities in one ontology are connected to entities in other ontologies
via IRIs if they are relevant. For example, a power plant node in the electricity system
ontology can be connected to the node representing a city in where the plant is located
within the Wikidata KG. Such as inter-connection between ontologies allows mutual en-
richment between them. To access the data in KGs, the main tool is SPARQL Protocol
and RDF Query Language (SPARQL) [45], which allows deep search of data within the
KG by providing conditions on relations or values. SPARQL queries can also be used to
update, delete, or insert information in the KG and the structure of these queries is almost
identical to the queries for searching for information.

With the features of KGs mentioned above, different chemistry-related ontologies includ-
ing OntoKin representing chemical kinetic reaction mechanisms, OntoCompChem repre-
senting quantum chemistry calculations, and OntoSpecies representing chemical species [17]
are seamlessly integrated into the WAKG.

OntoKin is an ontology that captures the data and the semantics of chemical kinetic re-
action mechanisms, where the mechanisms can be applied to simulate and understand the
behaviour of chemical processes. One example is to support the simulation of the pollutant
emission from internal combustion engines on top of the WAKG. The OntoKin ontology
contains information including the phase of the substance, chemical reaction, reaction rate
coefficients, thermodynamic models, and transport model. The OntoCompChem ontol-
ogy covers features related to computational chemistry calculations of various properties
of species, such as functional and basis set.

Besides the ontologies in the chemical domain, ontologies from any other domains can
be integrated into the WAKG easily. The domain ontologies now in the WAKG include
OntoPowerSys [13], which describes power systems, and OntoCityGML for city models,
and so on. The ontologies not only share a common ground for data management, they
are also interconnected to enrich each other.
2.1.2 Agents

Agents serve important roles in software environments nowadays. The main differences between an agent [21] and traditional software are, firstly, agents adopt a Service-Oriented Architecture [3]. From one aspect, agents are web services deployed on web servers that are accessible through the internet. As a result, the agents can be used in a distributed environment where digital resources are stored on different networked computers [37]. Secondly, different from web services, agents allow automatic management by computers including automatic discovery, composition, and execution [20, 27, 39]. The automatic management of agents is enabled by describing the details of the functions and protocols of agents with computer languages such as SOAP and WSDL.

Many agents have been implemented to maintain and update KGs. To better manage and utilize the agents, they are described in the KG with agent ontologies. For example, in the WAKG, the agents are described by an agent ontology OntoAgent [47] so that the functionality and communication standards can be understood by machines. In this the agents themselves are part of the KG. OntoAgent represents agents with their I/O signature by connecting the I/O parameters to classes of domain ontologies and also defines the restrictions on the I/O data. As a result, the agents can be automatically discovered and coordinated. With OntoAgent described agent documents, Zhou et al.[47] has implemented an agent composition framework on top of the JPS KG. The framework automatically puts the agents in sequence based on their I/O signatures so that a complex workflow containing multiple agents is created, forming a composite agent. As a result, the framework enables the KG to create new agents out of existing agents on demand. Zhou et al.[48] also implemented an agent marketplace on top of Blockchain-based Smart Contracts, which is tamper-proof and unbiased, to evaluate and monitor the performance of the agents.

2.2 Wikidata

Wikidata is a community-created knowledge graph of Wikipedia, where the semantic web technologies [4] are leveraged to build a structured database for Wikipedia content. Wikidata not only offers a machine-readable database for knowledge in almost all domains, it also includes a very detailed ontological class hierarchy for chemical species. For example, the entity of "Benzene" is not only under the class "chemical compound" but also "class IB flammable liquid","occupational carcinogen","male reproductive toxicant","developmental toxicant" and "carcinogen". Such a detailed classification for entities allows efficient selection of instances in their KG based on the classes, which is fairly useful for chemistry databases. In addition, the data comprehensiveness in Wikidata is also high for chemical species. Take the same example of Benzene, there are 212 properties connected to this node, including chemical formula, refractive index, molecular weight, ionization energy, autoignition temperature and so on. It also contains the identifiers of the species in other databases such as PubChem CID, ChemSpider ID, and CAS Registry Number, making the connection of the Wikidata chemical data to external databases.

However, to the best of our knowledge, the Wikidata only offers basic physical and chem-
ical properties of species, more detailed data such as thermochemistry data, phase change data, and IR spectrum are not included.

2.3 KG-based natural language query

To lower the barrier of accessing data in the KGs and other similar structured databases, many efforts have been made to develop natural language query interfaces. For example, Kaufmann et al. [23] proposed an early implementation of a natural language interface to query ontologies, which converts questions into SPARQL queries. In addition, it asks the user for clarification when there is ambiguity in the question. Wang et al. [44] proposed PANTO system that also translates questions into SPARQL queries by leveraging a set of off-the-shelf parsers. Tablan et al. [40] also introduced their QuestIO system which converts natural language questions into SeRQL language or other queries. Later, they presented another system FREyA. It includes an ontology-based lookup service to map natural language term into IRIs. Al-Zubaide and Issa [1] proposed an ontology-based ChatBot, where Artificial Intelligence Markup Language (AIML) is used to create a mapping of questions and queries in the form of categories and store the resulted scenarios. Numerous other research efforts in this field are worth mentioning. For example, Mishra and Khilwani [31] has proposed the QUASE ontology-Based Domain Specific Natural Language Question Answering System, which includes a question classification module to increase the accuracy of the query construction. Saha et al. [35] proposed ATHENA, which is an ontology-driven system for natural language querying over relational data stores.

The aforementioned implementations share similar designs. The query interfaces first parse the questions and separate and tag different components using Natural Language Processing (NLP) tools. For example, in the question "show me all the chemical species with molecular weight larger than 200", an ideal parsing result will be "chemical species" as a "class", "molecular weight" as an "attribute", "larger" as a "comparison operator", and "200" as a "numerical value". The parsing result may also include the relation between the different components. Based on the parsing result, the next step is to convert the terms such as "molecular weight" into their Semantic representations, which are IRIs. The modules for mapping terms to IRIs are usually referred to as Ontology Lookup Service (OLS). One well-known implementation of the OLS system is proposed by Côté et al. [11]. In addition, several upgrades [10, 12] on the systems have been presented. The basic working mechanism is to create a mapping between the natural language labels of IRIs and the IRIs and return IRIs based on the string similarity between the IRI labels and the input terms. The last step of those systems is to fill the results obtained from the first two steps into SPARQL query templates. Several recalls may be repeated to return the answer.

2.4 Natural language processing toolkits

To support the interaction between computers and natural languages, many open-source natural language processing toolkits with different features have been developed. Existing
toolkits include NLTK [28], OpenNLP [2], CoreNLP [29], Gensim [50], and Rasa framework [34]. To select the most suitable tools for each part of the query interface, these toolkits are evaluated in the context of chemistry and KGs. Some common functions offered by NLP toolkits are:

- **Tokenization**: to converts a sentence into a list of words for further processing;
- **Stop words filtering**: to filter out commonly used words such as "a" or "the";
- **Stemming**: to reduce inflected words to their root form. For example, to convert "products" and "produces" to "produc";
- **Part-of-speech (POS) tagging**: to mark the part of speech. For example, to tag "are" as "VBP (verb plural)";
- **Text parsing**: to analyse a sentence and convert it into a tree structure indicating the syntactic relation between its components;
- **Named entity recognition (NER)**: to extract and classify objects appeared in a sentence. For example, in the sentence "what is Benzene", some NER models can extract "Benzene" and classify it as a "species".

Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) is an open-source Python-based platform with common NLP functions including tokenization, stop words filtering, stemming, part-of-speech (POS) tagging, sentence parsing. One of the most prominent advantages is that it provides convenient interfaces to many corpora and lexicons. Therefore, the NLTK can be used without training any model, therefore it is suitable for the pre-processing of training documents or other simple tasks. However, the disadvantage of NLTK is that it does not offer the function to train or customize the natural language models and does not offer NER functions.

The Apache OpenNLP is a Java library that supports functions including tokenization, POS tagging, NER, parsing, and coreference resolution, which is to identify the noun phrases in the same sentences that refer to the same entity. For example, in the sentence "We like cats because they are cute", coreference resolution can identify that "cats" and "they" are referring to the same entities. Similar to NLTK, the OpenNLP offers common NLP functions but only model training.

Stanford CoreNLP is another Java-based NLP framework. Besides the aforementioned common NLP tasks, Stanford CoreNLP offers advanced sentiment analysis. CoreNLP is recognized as one of the most accurate NLP tools for NER and has been widely applied in NLP-related applications. In addition, CoreNLP allows users to expand the NER module by adding labelled entities to the module.

Gensim is the state-of-the-art Python-based open-source library for topic modelling, which discovers the abstract topic within a collection of documents. Gensim’s topic modelling is built on top of Latent Dirichlet Allocation [6] (LDA), which is a form of unsupervised machine learning. Gensim’s topic modelling library helps users to create topic models. The users only need to provide a set of training documents and set up several training parameters, the library will extract a number of abstract topic from the documents and train topic models that can identify the probability that a word belongs to one or more topics.
Table 1: Sample questions under the type "item_attribute_query"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question list</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. show me the <a href="attribute">production method</a> of <a href="entity">C11H14N2S</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. what are the <a href="attribute">frvd</a> of <a href="entity">naloxone</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. what are <a href="attribute">described in url</a> of <a href="entity">mizolastine</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. the <a href="attribute">English Vikidia ID</a> of <a href="entity">C5H8O2</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. show the <a href="attribute">picture</a> of <a href="entity">sec-butyllithium</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. what is the <a href="attribute">treats</a> of <a href="entity">C7H15NO3</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. what are the <a href="attribute">award won</a> of <a href="entity">Itraconazole</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. what <a href="attribute">part</a> does <a href="entity">C4H6O</a> include</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. list <a href="attribute">Kemler code</a> of <a href="entity">C4H4O4</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. what is <a href="entity">CaN2O6</a> a <a href="attribute">subsystem of</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. what is the <a href="attribute">hardness</a> of <a href="entity">stearophanate</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. what are the <a href="attribute">IOR</a> of <a href="entity">sterogyl</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. what is <a href="entity">L-ornithine</a> the <a href="attribute">form of</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. the <a href="attribute">manufacturer</a> of <a href="entity">immunocytophyte</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Rasa framework is a conversational AI framework for building contextual assistants. Different from the aforementioned toolkits, the purpose of the Rasa framework is to provide all the tools necessary to build advanced Chatbots that naturally interact with human users. The Rasa framework contains four major modules: the interpreter module, the tracker module, the policy module, and the action module. The interpreter is built on top of NLP tools, to conduct tasks such as tokenization, text parsing, and NER. The result returned by the interpreter module contains the intent of the questions and the classified entities found in the sentence. The tracker module keeps track of the conversations and can provide information about the previous interactions. The policy module chooses the action from the Chatbot, such as ask the user for more information or query a database.

The Rasa interpreter module allows the users to train customized intent classification models and NER models. The users are required to provide questions where each question is labelled with their intent and each component in the sentence is highlighted and labelled with its classification. The intent classification models and NER models are built on top of the text embeddings technology.

3 Design and implementation

The overall working mechanism of our QA system is to convert a natural language question into a SPARQL query, which retrieves the desired information from a specific ontology in the KG. To achieve such purpose, there are several subsystems implemented:
Figure 1: The architecture of the J-Park Simulator KG as part of the WAKG. The green boxes on the bottom are the terminology parts of the ontologies while the blue layer contains the instances of the ontologies, including the red circles which are the semantic descriptions of agents. The red layer contains the operating agents which are red triangles. On top of the agent layer, an agent marketplace is monitoring and evaluating the performance of the agents.

- **Topic model agent**: to identify the affiliation between the question and the domain ontologies.
- **Question classification agent**: to identify the type of the question and map the question to the according SPARQL query template;
- **Named entity recognition agent**: to extract the key components from the question;
- **Ontology lookup agent**: to convert the key components in the question into IRIs;
Figure 2: A screenshot of the QA website "Marie" for chemistry data. The website is powered by the QA system presented in this paper.
Figure 3: The general workflow of the query interfaces and the intermediate outputs of each module. The example of converting the question “what reactions have ch4 as reactant” into a SPARQL query is selected.

3.1 Workflow

Figure 3 demonstrates the workflow of the QA system converting a natural language question into a valid SPARQL query.

When the QA system receives a natural language question, the question classification agent will identify its question type and a SPARQL query template will be assigned for each question type. If more than one possible question type are identified, a list of question types, which are ranked based on their confidence score, will be returned. Then the question classification agent passes the question and the question type to the named entity recognition agent. The named entity recognition agent will extract and classify the key components. Also, from the question classification result, the named entity recognition agent knows the numbers and the types of the key components within the question. Therefore, the named entity recognition agent can verify whether the recognition result matches the question type. If the match fails, the QA system will switch to the question type with
**Figure 4:** A UML activity diagram that demonstrates the activity of the agents included in the QA system.

The next highest confidence.

Then the named entity recognition agent will pass the key components to the ontology lookup agent, which searches the IRIs in the predefined dictionary based on the key components. As the ontology lookup agent conducts a fuzzy string match to find the IRIs, a ranked list of IRIs will be returned for each component. Moreover, as some entities or classes exist in multiple ontologies, multiple IRIs from different ontologies with identical scores might be found in the dictionary. As a result, the topic classification agent will help the ontology lookup agent to find the best IRI match. The ontology lookup agent will pass the components and the question to the topic classification agent to identify the affiliation between the question and the ontologies. Based on the affiliation scores, the ontology lookup agent will further rank the IRIs based on the string similarity and the topic affiliation.

At the last step, the SPARQL construction agent will construct the SPARQL query by filling the IRIs into the assigned SPARQL query template. The constructed SPARQL query will be then sent to the according SPARQL query.

A website named "Marie" is also implemented as the graphical user interface of the QA system. Figure 2 shows a screenshot of the website.
3.2 Preliminary work

This section first describes the creation of training data and the training of three machine learning models on which the QA system is built: the question topic model, classification model, and the named entity recognition model. It then describes the creation of the term-IRI dictionary for the ontology lookup agent.

3.2.1 Data preparation

To train the question classification model, it requires a training set of questions labelled with their structural category. At the same time, the training of named entity recognition model requires a set of questions where their entities are underlined and labelled with their types. To train these two models, we created a set of training questions. Meanwhile, the entities in each question are underlined and labelled with their types. Table 1 shows some examples of the questions with highlighted entities.

Due to the high cost of manually creating the training set, we implemented a Python script to generate questions automatically. For each structural category, the script generates questions in a certain form. For example, the category "item_attribute_query", contains questions asking one attribute and one instance such as "what is CH4 used as". To create a question in this category, the script takes one instance and one of its relevant attribute in the ontologies and finds their natural language labels, for example, "used as" and "CH4".

Figure 5: The process of generating questions of different grammatical structures based on the Part-of-Speech tagging result of the attribute. Each black box represents a question example, where the first line is the texts of the attribute, the second line is the POS tags of the texts, and the last line is the questions generated with their components tagged.
Then the script applies Part-of-Speech (POS) tagging to the attribute "used as". Since the attribute is made up by a verb in past particle tense (VBN) and a preposition (IN), it is put behind the instance "CH4" to form the grammatically correct question "what is CH4 used as". Figure 5 gives examples of how questions of different grammatical structures are created under the "item_attribute_query" category using POS tagging. In addition, for training the named entity recognition model, the script also label "used as" as "attribute" and "CH4" as "entity". In total, we generated 80000 questions under 9 categories and the questions contain 6 types of entities. The question categories and the entity types are listed in Appendix A, are generated.

The training of the topic model requires a document for each ontology, which contains all the natural language words appearing in such ontology. We used SPARQL query to retrieve the labels and the comments of the nodes in the ontologies and put them in the training documents for topic model. In addition, some parts of the IRIs, such as OntoKin:ReactionMechanism, are also included in the documents after using regular expression to separate the words "reaction" and "mechanism". The documents are further processed with the Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK). The words are reduced into their stems and the stop words, which are the most frequently used English words, are removed.

3.2.2 Model training

The topic model is a Latent Dirichlet Allocation [6] (LDA), which is a form of unsupervised machine learning. The model is trained by the Gensim.models.ldamodel.LdaModel class provided by the Python-based Genism library. The documents are passed to the LdaModel function. There are four parameters for training the model: "num_topic", "passes", "alpha", "eta". "num_topic" is the number of topics expected. In our case, there are four ontologies: OntoCompChem (quantum calculation), OntoKin (reaction kinetic), OntoSpecies (chemical species), and Wikidata (chemical properties). The parameter "passes" defines the number of algorithm iterations. Due to the relatively small size of our training documents, "passes" is set to be 1000. The two parameters "alpha" and "eta" represent the dirichlet parameters for document-topic distribution and topic-word distribution. As the documents are assumed to follow dirichlet distribution,"alpha" and "eta" are set to be the default values 0.9 and 0.1.

The question classification model is a word embedding model [9]. The model embeds questions and the question types into the same space, where the questions are represented by a bag of words vector based on the term counts. The TensorFlow embedding module provided by the Rasa framework is used to train the question classification model. The configuration settings are default provided by the Rasa framework. Based on the training set of questions with type labels, the question classification model is then trained.

The named entity recognition (NER) model is a conditional random field model [38] and the training is handled by the NER_CRF module provided by the Rasa framework. The model is chosen as it is suitable for training customized NER models.
3.3 Dictionary creation

The ontology lookup agent requires a dictionary which maps the terms to the IRIs. As a result, we utilized the natural language labels in the ontologies to build such a dictionary. We used SPARQL query to extract the rdfs:label and skos:altLabel value of all the nodes. However, due to the substantial size of the Wikidata, we used WDumper, which is a tool to create custom RDF dumps, to created a sub-graph of chemistry-related nodes of the Wikidata knowledge graph. The skos:altLabel value provides the synonyms for the nodes. For example, the skos:altLabel for methane contains words including "CH4", "marsh gas", "methyl hydride", "tetrahydridocarbon", and "tetrahydrogen monocarbide". We created separated dictionaries for classes, attributes, and entities. In total, 33,219 words are included in the dictionaries.

4 Agent description

This section will describe the implementation and working detail of the agents. The agents include the topic model agent, the question classification agent, named entity recognition agent, the ontology lookup agent, and the SPARQL construction agent. Figure 4 illustrates the interaction between the agents of the QA system.

4.1 Topic model agent

The topic model agent is implemented on top of the LDA topic model described in Section 3.2.2. The Gensim LdaModel module is used to carry out the function of identifying the question-ontology affiliation. When the agent receives the question, it first tokenizes the words of the question and use PorterStemmer to reduce the words to their stem forms. Then the agent uses the pre-loaded LDA model to identify the topic distribution of this word list. The topic distribution is represented by a list of topics, each assigned with a confidence score. The topic model agent will rank the topics according to their scores and pass the ranked topics to the agents in the next step. However, if the scores are equal (0.25), it means no topic is identified. Then the topic model agent will conclude that the question is out of the scope of the QA system since the question is not chemistry-related.

4.2 Question classification agent

The core of the question classification agent is the question classification model mentioned in Section 3.2.2. Rasa TensorFlow embedding module is used to load and run such a model. A set of SPARQL query templates are made in advance for each type of questions, where the specific IRIs are replaced by placeholders. The classification agent also loads the templates when initiated. The types and numbers of the components that each SPARQL query template expects are also encoded into the question classification agent. For example, "item_attribute_query" questions expect one attribute and one instance. By mapping the question received to the question space of the question classification model,
the question classification agent produces one or more question types with confidence scores. Then the agent passes both the question types identified and expected types and numbers of the components to the next agent, which is the named entity recognition agent.

4.3 Named entity recognition agent

The named entity recognition is implemented on top of the NER model described in Section 3.2.2. The agent takes the question and the expected types and numbers of components provided by the Question classification agent as inputs. Based on the inputs, the named entity recognition agent extracts and classifies the key components, including attributes, instances, and classes, using the Rasa framework rasa_nlu module, which loads and runs the NER model. For chemical reactions, the agent also identifies any symbols, such as "==>" or "-->", that separate reactants and products and hence categorizes the species into reactants and products. Regular expression is applied for this function. The output of this agent is the key components and their type. For example, for question "What is the heat capacity of CH4", the output will be "heat capacity" as "attribute" and "CH4" as "instance". In addition, this agent verifies whether the types and numbers of the components in the results fulfills the expectation given by the question classification agent. If not, the agent iterates to the next question type in the input.

4.4 Ontology lookup agent

The ontology lookup agent converts the key components passed by the named entity recognition agent into IRIs. When the ontology lookup agent receives a question component, it will iterate through all the terms in the dictionary mentioned in Section 3.2.2 and calculate the string similarity between the terms and the question component. A Python library Fuzzywuzzy is used to calculate the string similarity based on their Levenshtein distance. According to the string similarity, the ontology lookup agent will return a ranked list of IRIs found in the dictionary. However, it is common that different ontologies contain the same attribute, instances, or classes. Therefore, this agent only select IRIs from the target ontology, which is already identified by the topic model agent. Then the key components extracted by the named entity recognition agent are converted into IRIs. The IRIs and their types, for example "OntoKin:Reaction" and "class" will be passed to the SPARQL construction agent.

4.5 SPARQL construction agent

The SPARQL construction agent receives the SPARQL query templates and IRIs with their types. Then the agent will create a list of possible combinations of SPARQL query templates and IRIs and rank the combinations based on the confidence scores of both the SPARQL query template given by the question classification agent and the scores of the IRIs given by the ontology lookup agent.

Due to the low speed of SPARQL queries, the SPARQL construction agent will send
Table 2: Comparison of performance between this QA system and Google/Wolfram Alpha search engines.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>not answered by search engines</th>
<th>answered by search engine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>correct</strong></td>
<td>114</td>
<td>224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>incorrect</strong></td>
<td>98</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

multiple SPARQL queries to the SPARQL endpoints at the same time via multi-threading. The valid result with the highest score will be returned.

5 Evaluation

For evaluation, we collected 100 evaluation questions from researchers in different fields in the Department of Chemical Engineering and Biotechnology in the University of Cambridge. In addition, 424 questions were manually created by other members in our research group knowing information stored in the knowledge graph.

The baseline for evaluation are selected to be the Google search engine and Wolfram alpha, as they are the most popular tools for retrieving data, including chemistry data. Also, to the best of our knowledge, there is no existing QA system specific to chemistry data. Due to the lack of methods to automatically evaluate the results returned for these questions, the 524 question-answer pairs are examined manually. The results are put into four categories based on whether they are correct and whether they can be answered by Google or Wolfram alpha.

The evaluation result is shown in Table 2. We also present some typical questions that system can answer in Table 3. In addition, by investigating the evaluation result in detail, we have noticed that the queries over Wikidata ontologies have significantly better performance than the queries over the JPS ontologies. By analysing the errors, we conclude that the better performance of Wikidata ontologies is due to their shallow structure, comparing to the deeper structure of JPS ontologies.

6 Conclusion

This paper presents the novel design and the development of a proof-of-concept QA system for chemical data within KGs, which can answer a number of relatively complex chemistry-related questions. Question classification and topic modelling agents are integrated into the system to increase the accuracy of constructing SPARQL queries. In the process of developing such a query interface, a number of state-of-the-art NLP tools, including Stanford CoreNLP, NLTK, OpenNLP, Genism, and the Rasa framework are evaluated based on their features. For the intent recognition and named entity recognition functions, the Rasa framework is selected. For simple NLP tasks, NLTK is chosen and
Table 3: Typical questions that the QA system can answer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question list</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Computational Quantum Chemistry:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Show me the vibration frequency of H2O2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Find the gaussian files for C8H14.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. What is the symmetry number of C8H14?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. What is the spin multiplicity of C8H14?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Show the formal charge of C3H6.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. What is the geometry type of C2H2O2?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kinetic and Thermodynamics</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. What is the lennard jones well depth of C2H2O2?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Give the polarizability of C2H2O2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. What is the dipole moment of C2H2O2?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Show the rotational relaxation collision number of C2H2O2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reactions and Mechanisms</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. What reaction produces H2 + OH?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Is the reaction H + H2O == H2 + OH reversible?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. What reaction has CH4 as a reactant?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. What mechanism contains CH4 + OH?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Class query</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. List the chemical formula of alkanol with heat capacity less than 15.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Show the mass of aromatic hydrocarbons with mass less than 170.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Aromatic hydrocarbons with mass less than 170.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Chemical formula of alkanol with heat capacity less than 15.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Query by SMILES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. What is the molecular weight of C1CCCCC1?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Show me the molecular model of CH2=CHCHO.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Show me the ionization energy of C1=CC=CC=C1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. What is the heat capacity of C1=CC=CC=C1?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

for Genism is used for topic modelling. The paper also demonstrates a use case of implementing the query interface on top of the WAKG and the Wikidata KG. By evaluating the performance of the query interface implemented on top of the WAKG and the Wikidata
KG with a set of test questions, the query interface demonstrates its capability to answer a number of question of various type and structure. Those questions also demonstrate the advantage of the query interface in querying attributes of instances while relatively complex conditions are applied. Additionally, the integration of intent recognition agent and topic modelling agent is proved to be effective in improving the accuracy of SPARQL template mapping and ontology lookup, and hence the accuracy of SPARQL construction. Although a set of questions of certain types can be answered, the query interface is a proof of concept implementation for evaluating the architecture. Also, the implementation helps the better understanding of applying the natural language query interface over semantic chemistry data. To make the query interface a practical tool for the industry or academia, further expansion of the training question set and more formal evaluation of the interface is required.
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## A Question categories and component types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question category</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>select_mechanism_by_reaction</td>
<td>find mechanism by specifying reaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>select_reaction_by_species</td>
<td>find reactions by reactants and/or products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>query_reaction_property</td>
<td>find properties such as reaction rate of a reaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>query_quantum_chemistry</td>
<td>query computational quantum properties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>query_thermodynamic</td>
<td>query kinetic and thermodynamic properties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>batch_restriction_query</td>
<td>query an attribute of all instances of one class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>item_attribute_query</td>
<td>query an attribute of a specific instance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>batch_restriction_query_numerical</td>
<td>find instances which meet a numerical restriction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>batch_restriction_query_attribute</td>
<td>query an attribute of a specific instance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component type</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>attribute</td>
<td>electric dipole moment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>class</td>
<td>aromatic hydrocarbons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>entity</td>
<td>CH4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attribute</td>
<td>electric dipole moment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>comparison</td>
<td>lower than</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>numerical_value</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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